Reducing the amount of motion information can surprisingly make motion look faster (e.g., motion behind Venetian blinds). We found that a textured pattern moving to the right at speeds ranging from 0.34 to 5.5°/s appeared to move 50% faster when viewed through a short (0.5°) compared with a long (4.5°) horizontal slot. Perceived speed varied inversely with the log of the slot length. We varied the length of rectangular apertures over a tenfold range and manipulated their size, shape, and orientation. We attribute the field-size effect mostly to landmarks provided by the ends of the slots, but we also examined temporal and spatial frequency and lateral inhibition of motion.
Introduction
The apparent speed of seen motion can be affected by the size of the aperture through which it is viewed. Displaying a moving pattern through a short rather than a long slot potentially sub-samples the image and reduces the amount of motion energy. One might have expected this decline in motion energy to make the motion sub-optimal and less salient (Watson & Ahumada, 1985) , but surprisingly, it can make the motion look appreciably faster. This aperture effect is known as the field-size effect (Snowden, 1997; Ryan & Zanker, 2001; Boyraz & Treue, 2011) . Movie 1 shows an example (see Experiment 1). A fine random-dot texture moves behind two slots, one long and one short, against a grey background. Although the texture moves at the same speed behind both slots, it looks appreciably faster behind the smaller window. Movie 2 shows that this speedup depends upon slot orientation, hence upon the effective path length. The motion looks much faster behind the vertical slot, in which many random dots move through short paths, rather than behind the horizontal slot, in which a few dots move through long paths. Intermediate orientations seem to move at intermediate speeds (see Experiment 4). Movie 1. Both textures move at the same, but motion looks faster when seen through the short slot.
Movie 2. Texture looks slowest when seen through horizontal slot, fastest when seen through vertical slot, and intermediate in speed when viewed through intermediate
